We consider two-loop anomalous dimensions for fermionic operators in the ABJM model and the ABJ model. We find the appropriate Hamiltonian and show that it is consistent with a previously predicted Bethe ansatz for the ABJM model. The difference between the ABJ and ABJM models is invisible at the two-loop level due to cancelation of parity violating diagrams. We then construct a Hamiltonian for the full two-loop OSp(6|4) spin chain by first constructing the Hamiltonian for an SL(2|1) subgroup, and then lifting to OSp(6|4). We show that this Hamiltonian is consistent with the Hamiltonian found for the fermionic operators.
Introduction
The ABJM model [1] has opened up a new avenue in which to explore integrability in the planar limit of gauge theories in three dimensions. This model is comprised of two U(N) gauge groups having a Chern-Simons action with levels k and −k respectively. The model also contains scalars and fermions that live in the bifundamental representations of U(N) × U(N). If the six scalar and two scalar-two fermion couplings are properly tuned [1] [2] [3] , then the theory has an N = 6 supersymmetry. This then leads to an SO(6) ≃ SU(4) R-symmetry, with the (N,N) scalars transforming in the 4 while the (N,N ) fermions transform in the4, with an appropriate R-symmetry assignment for the conjugates. This theory also has a CP invariance. The Chern-Simons action changes sign under parity, but can also be accompanied by an exchange of the gauge groups to restore the sign.
Chern-Simons-matter theories admit a planar limit when the rank of the gauge group and the Chern-Simons level simultaneously approach infinity such that their ratio λ = N/k remains finite. The operator mixing problem can then be reformulated in terms of a quantum spin chain whose interaction range grows with the order of perturbation theory. Interesting effects in Chern-Simons-matter theories start at two loops [4] , and with one loop terms absent the leading order spin-chain Hamiltonian involves three-site next-to-nearest-neighbor interactions [5] . Such spin chains are usually not integrable, which is indeed the case for the N = 1 superconformal Chern-Simons [5] . However, in [6] it was shown that the scalar sector of the N = 6 ABJM theory is integrable at two loops (see also [7] ). The corresponding spin chain is made up of alternating sites of 4 and 4 spins, and the Hamiltonian contains terms up to next to nearest neighbor interactions. The CP invariance of the gauge theory results in a parity invariance for the spin chain. The Bethe ansatz for this spin-chain was given and was shown to lead to correct results for the anomalous dimensions of scalar operators. A conjectured Bethe ansatz was also given for the full superconformal group OSp(6|4). This Bethe ansatz is consistent with results from the SU(2|2) sector which was also shown to be integrable [8] . Furthermore, these Bethe ansätze were extended to an all-loop Bethe ansatz [9] . Other interesting results related to the integrability of the ABJM model have been found in [10] [11] [12] .
In another development, Aharony, Bergman and Jafferis (ABJ) extended the ABJM analysis to include among other things an asymmetric theory with gauge group U(N) × U(N ) [13] . Such a theory is no longer CP invariant if N =N, but has all the same continuous symmetries as the N =N ABJM model [3] . One would then expect that the parity invariance of the spin chain is broken. This does not necessarily mean that the integrability is lost, there are integrable spin chains with broken parity [14] .
Nevertheless, one can give a general argument that the ABJ model should not be integrable. The argument is based on the dual description in terms of type IIA string theory on an AdS 4 × CP 3 background [1, 13] . The integrability of the spin chain is reflected in the classical integrability of the string sigma-model [10, 11] 1 , which may, or may not be preserved at the quantum level. The different ranks in the ABJ model means that there are two 't Hooft couplings, λ = N/k andλ =N /k, and their difference leads to a theta-angle on the string world-sheet: ϑ w.s. ∼ λ −λ [13] , which is responsible for worldsheet parity violation, analogous to potential parity violation in the spin chain. However, it is commonly believed that the theta-angle and parity violation destroy integrability. We can draw an analogy with the O(3) non-linear sigma-model which is integrable at ϑ = 0 and ϑ = π, but presumably is not integrable at generic ϑ [16] . The analogy with the O(3) model is arguably far-fetched, the supercoset sigma-model on AdS 4 × CP 3 is quite different. So, our argument is only qualitative, and it would be very interesting to check if the ABJ model is integrable or not for generic λ andλ. At strong coupling, the dependence on the difference λ −λ is very weak, since the world-sheet instanton effects which are sensitive to the theta-angle are exponentially suppressed. But at weak coupling, one has no reason to think that that the anomalous dimensions will depend on the geometric mean of the 't Hooft couplings, λλ, and not on their difference, λ −λ which is the measure of parity violation.
Nonetheless, somewhat surprisingly, it was shown that the parity invariance and with it the integrability in the scalar sector is still preserved at the two loop level for generic λ andλ [14] . In principle, two loop corrections could come with factors of λ 2 ,λ 2 or λλ. But one can quickly see that in the scalar sector, only diagrams with factors of λλ appear. Hence the parity is unbroken and the integrability is preserved, with all factors of λ 2 in the ABJM spin chain replaced by λλ in the more general ABJ case. Going outside the scalar sector, one does find diagrams that are proportional to λ 2 and λ 2 , so it is possible that only the scalar sector is integrable. Moreover, the integrability of the full ABJM model is only a conjecture and has to be verified, especially in view of the discrepancies that have arisen between string theory results [17] and those derived from the algebraic curve [11, 9, 18] .
In this paper we will explore these issues by first considering gauge invariant operators with one fermion present. Here we will find that there are loop diagrams that lead to possible λ 2 andλ 2 terms. However, these diagrams cancel off with other diagrams, resulting in a dilatation operator with λλ terms only. We compute the dilation operator for all operators of this type and explicitly show that it is consistent with the proposed Bethe ansatz in [6] for operators of length 4.
We then go on to construct the general Hamiltonian for the full OSp(6|4). We do this by first constructing it for an SL(2|1) ≃ OSp(2|2) sector, a noncompact closed sector containing fermions. In fact the R-matrices for noncompact SL(2|1) have previously appeared in the literature [19, 20] 2 . The Hamiltonian is written in terms of projectors onto irreducible representations of SL(2|1). The results for SL(2|1) can then be uniquely lifted to the full OSp(6|4) in a way analogous to how the SU(1, 1) sector of N = 4 Super Yang-Mills is lifted to the full P SU(2, 2|4) superconformal group [22] . The difference here is that for this spin chain the R-matrices are built out of two complex representations, while in SU(1, 1) the R-matrix is built using a single real representation.
In section 2 we review the Lagrangian of N = 6 superconformal Chern-Simons as well as the conjectured two-loop Bethe equations for all single trace operators. In section 3 we derive the Hamiltonian for the spin chain with one fermion present by computing 2 Spin chains have also been constructed for finite representations of SL(2|1) [21] the appropriate Feynman diagrams. In section 4 we compute the anomalous dimensions for all length 4 operators with one fermion and show that the conjectured Bethe equations give the correct result. In section 5 we construct the Hamiltonian for the full OSp(6|4). We do this by taking the R-matrix for the SL(2|1) subgroup and extending it to OSp(6|4). We then show that the resulting Hamiltonian is consistent with the Hamiltonian for scalar operators and the Hamiltonian derived in section 3 for operators with one fermion. In section 6 we give a short discussion.
Note added: As this paper was being prepared we received [23] which overlaps with our results in section 5.
2 The N = 6 theory and its Bethe equations
In this section we give a short review of the ABJM N = 6 superconformal Chern-Simons theory and the conjectured two-loop Bethe equations that arise from it.
The lagrangian of the N = 6 Chern-Simons theory is [1] [2] [3] 
where
We use the + − − conventions for the metric. 
with ε 012 = 1 = ε 012 . The form of the Lagrangian is the same for the ABJ model where the number of colors for the two gauge groups, N andN, are no longer equal.
The ABJM model is conformally invariant. Its Hilbert space consists of all possible local operators, which at tree level are highly degenerate. The degeneracy is lifted by quantum corrections and leads to a fairly complicated mixing pattern. The mixing matrix can be calculated in perturbation theory, and in the large-N limit can be identified with the Hamiltonian of a quantum spin chain. Computation of the full mixing matrix is a formidable task even at the leading two-loop order, and we will first consider closed sectors for which the Hamiltonian can be evaluated directly from Feynman diagrams with relative ease. One such sector is comprised of the bosonic operators 3 :
which form a basis of states in the closed alternating spin chain with SU(4) symmetry.
The spin chain Hamiltonian is [6, 14] 
where K ll ′ and P ll ′ are the trace and permutation operators acting on the lth and l ′ th sites of the lattice: [6] a set of Bethe equations was given that are consistent with the Hamiltonian in (2.4). Based on the OSp(6|4) superconformal algebra, an extended set of Bethe equations were conjectured valid for all operators. These equations are
The first three lines in (2. K a must satisfy a set of inequalities (which are basically the highest-weight conditions for the Bethe wave functions):
The solutions that correspond to gauge-theory operators in addition satisfy the levelmatching (zero-momentum) condition,
The anomalous dimensions for the operators are eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian for the spin chain, and are given by
Notice that only the u j and v j Bethe roots contribute to (2.7) and (2.8). Only these roots carry momentum and energy.
Fermionic part of the dilatation operator
In this section we study operators with a single fermion insertion,
They also form a closed sector at two loops because of fermion number conservation. We will compute the two-loop mixing matrix for these operators. In the bulk of the operator (far from the fermion insertion), the mixing matrix is the same as in (2.4). Here we concentrate on the mixing that involves the fermion insertion. Potentially, mixing of the fermions could depend on λ 2 andλ 2 separately and thus could break CP invariance. The λ-λ power counting can be easily pictured by coloring the double-line 't Hooft diagrams. There are two gauge groups, and one can draw the U(N) and U(N ) index lines in two different colors, say blue and red. A planar diagram will then be a collection of facets (index loops) painted in the two colors. Since the matter fields are bifundamentals and the gauge fields are adjoints, the color changes across a scalar or fermion propagator, but stays the same across a gauge or ghost propagator. A diagram with F r red facets and F b blue facets is accompanied by a factor
It is the diagrams with F r = F b that potentially violate CP. At the two-loop order there are four such diagrams, all of which involve internal gauge-boson lines. To our surprise these diagrams mutually cancel ( fig. 2 ). The fermion part of the dilatation operator thus is also proportional to λλ:
2)
The diagrams that contribute to the fermion mixing and that do not identically vanish are listed in fig 3. There is also a number of diagrams that do not mix different operators and only contribute to the constant term in (3.2). We have not shown these diagrams and have not computed them. The constant will be later fixed by requiring that the dilatation operator preserves supersymmetry. Each diagram in fig. 3 should be supplemented with its parity conjugate (denoted by a *), The only exception is he diagram h which is its own parity-conjugate. The last two diagrams, m and n, do not directly involve fermion interaction vertices, and one may be tempted to attribute them to the bosonic part of the mixing matrix (2.4). Indeed, these diagrams combine with the six-boson vertex to cancel off the nearest-neighbor exchanges in the bosonic part of the mixing matrix [6] . In the presence of the fermion insertion, this cancelation is incomplete. In the middle of the scalar operator, m and n participate in the cancelation of the six-vertex graph on the left and on the right, but now there is a fermion on the left, and half of the m + n has nothing to cancel. The easiest way to take into account these diagrams is to add the nearest-neighbor term from the six-vertex graph (which can be found in eq. (2.6) of [6] ) to the fermion mixing matrix with coefficient (−1/2). The diagrams h + h * and l represent mixing with a derivative of ψ c and ψ. However, because of the Lorentz invariance the derivative must be accompanied by the Dirac matrix and combined into D / ψ or D / ψ c , which can be eliminated by use of the equations of motion.
Computing the diagrams in fig. 3 is in principle straightforward. Collecting all pieces together, we get: To get the action of the dilatation operator on the states with a ψ c insertion one has to compute the same set of diagrams with the arrows on all the lines inverted. However, pulling the charge conjugation matrix through the fermion line reverses all the momenta due to the identity −C/ p T = / pC, so the result will be exactly the same. Consequently, the dilatation operator is given by interchanging the upper and lower indices in (3.3)-(3.5), and so making the replacement
The constant in (3.2) can be fixed by requiring that the ground state energy is zero. The computation at length-4 (sec. 4) gives:
The full one-loop dilatation operator is then the sum of the mixing matrices acting on scalars, eq. (2.4), and the fermion mixing matrix (3.6),
4 Length-4 operators
In this section we will explicitly diagonalize the mixing matrix from the previous section for operators of length four. We will also solve the Bethe equations (2.5) for L = 2 and compare the resulting spectra of anomalous dimensions. There are in total 2 × 4 4 = 512 operators, but many of them are super-descendants of the bosonic length-4 operators tr (Y Y † ) 2 . The solutions of the Bethe equations describe primary operators, so first we will discuss constraints imposed on the spectrum by supersymmetry.
Under the SU(4) R-symmetry, the length-4 states tr ψY
Their anomalous dimensions, in the units of λλ, are 2, 10, 6, 6, 8, 0, respectively [6] . The supercharges act on the scalars as
Since the supercharges are in the 6 of SU(4), the superpartners of the scalar operators belong to
One has to remember, however, that not all representations in the product are associated with operators. The last two representations shown in gray are projected out. This can be understood from the supersymmetry transformations (4.4), (4.5). The left-hand side of (4.4) is in 6 ⊗ 4 =4⊕20, but only the4 appears on the right-hand side. Likewise, in (4.5), which is 6 ⊗4 = 4⊕20, the20 is projected out. The supersymmetry fixes part of the spectrum in (4.1), (4.2):
10λλ, (4.7)
Hence, we are left with five multiplets whose highest-weight states are fermionic length-4 operators:
We will compute their anomalous dimensions first by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (3.3)-(3.5), (2.4), and then by solving the Bethe equations. We should note that the solutions of the Bethe equations for the fermion states are sensitive to the whole structure of the Dynkin diagram.
Spectrum from the mixing matrix
Let us diagonalize the Hamiltonian in (3.6). The simplest case is the70 operator:
The symmetrization acts on all three lower indices. The bosonic part of the dilatation operator annihilates O7 0 , because of the symmetry in A, B and C. This operator does not mix with the ψ c states either, since such mixing inevitably involves contraction with the ε ABF E tensor. The rest of the Hamiltonian in (3.3)-(3.5) acts as
The70 is a part of the BPS supermultiplet and thus should have zero anomalous dimension. This fixes the constant term in (3.6).
The next set of operators are the four states in the10:
Here we also know part of the spectrum from supersymmetry, eq. (4.7), but in addition to the two descendants there are two highest-weight states. It turns out that the dilatation operator is fully degenerate in this sector: This agrees with (4.7), and predicts that four of the anomalous dimensions in (4.8) are equal to 6λλ (the anomalous dimensions in 10 are obviously the same as in10). The basis of operators in the 6 is spanned by in agreement with (4.7). The anomalous dimension of the unique highest-weight 6 operator is equal to 8λλ.
Spectrum from the Bethe equations
The states with one fermion impurity correspond to the solutions of the Bethe equations (2.5) with K s = 1. For L = 2 (length-4 operators), the highest-weight conditions admit three possible configurations of the Bethe roots, see diagram 1 and eqs. (2.6):
We can read off their SO (6) In all three cases, the Bethe equations simplify and reduce to quadratic equations. For the case (i), there are two inequivalent solutions that satisfy the momentum condition (2.7)
4 :
They form a parity pair [24] , and are degenerate in energy:
This degeneracy is a consequence of integrability, and as far as the system stays integrable should be present at higher orders of perturbation theory. The solution for the 10 is given by the same distribution of roots with the u and v roots interchanged. The solution of the Bethe equations for case (iii) which corresponds to the operator in the 6, is given by
Its energy is
The solutions of the Bethe equations completely agree with the direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian.
The Complete R-matrix and Integrability
In this section we find the complete R-matrix for the OSp(6|4) symmetry algebra. We do this by first finding the R-matrix in the SL(2|1) sector, a closed noncompact sector which contains fermions. We then lift this R-matrix to the full R-matrix by showing that there there is a one to one map in the tensor product of SL(2|1) and OSp(6|4) representations. We then show that that this R-matrix leads to the Hamiltonian in (3.6).
The oscillator algebra and the singleton representations
As a preliminary, we first construct the OSp(6|4) generators in terms of bosonic and fermionic creation and annihilation operators. The generators of OSp(6|4) are
where α, β, γ = 1, 2, and I, J = 1 . . . 6. The algebra is then
All other commutators are zero. It is convenient to write the generators in terms of oscillators. We introduce the bosonic oscillators b †α and b β as well as the real fermionic oscillators c I . These satisfy the commutation and anticommutation relations
We can then write the generators as
where one can easily check that this satisfies the algebra in (5.2). We can now build two different representations of this algebra. We first note that the 6 real fermions can be split into 3 complex fermions,
(c 2j−1 + i c 2j ) which satisfy the anticommutation relations for their highest weight, where for one case the highest weight is in the 4 and the other it is in the4.
We can quickly see that these representations match to the field content of the gauge theory. For those fields in the (N,N) representation of the gauge group we identify 6) while for those in the (N , N) representation the identification is
where for this latter case we change the fermion number of |0 . Notice that unlike the case of N = 4 SYM, the field strengths F andF don't appear as fundamental fields in the fundamental representations. This is because there is only the Chern-Simon's kinetic term, so the field strengths are equivalent to a combination of the other fields via the equations of motion.
The SL(2|1) sector
The smallest closed non-compact sector whose ground state is the chiral primary operator figure 4a , where now the momentum carrying roots in the Bethe equations are fermionic. These roots are now also coupled, with the double line indicating that their inner product is +2. The SL(2|1) subgroup is taken by reducing the diagram to these two fermionic momentum carrying roots, as shown in figure 4b . The SL(2|1) generators are
J + , J − and J 0 are the usual SL(2) generators, satisfying
The other nontrivial commutators are
The irreducible representations V j,h are labeled by the charges (j, h) of the lowest weight states in the representation. The lowest weights are annihilated by S ± and J − and if j > 0 then V j,h is infinite dimensional. If h = −j (h = +j), then the lowest weight is also annihilated by Q − (Q + ). These representations are called chiral (antichiral). Representations that are neither chiral nor antichiral are called typical.
An important ingredient for constructing an R-matrix is the tensor product of two representations. In the case when both representations are chiral or both antichiral, the tensor product is given by
where j = j 1 + j 2 . The first representation is chiral (anti-chiral) but the representations in the sum are typical. If one representation is chiral and the other is antichiral, then the tensor product takes the form Let ) respectively. Hence |0 is the lowest weight of a chiral representation and d † |0 is the lowest weight of an antichiral representation. The tensor products are then
The R-matrix R ab (u) acts on the tensor product of two representations V a ⊗V b . Since the R-matrix is invariant under the algebra, it can be written as a projection operator onto the representations in the tensor product,
where P c is the projection operator onto V c . The universal R-matrix for any representation in SL(2|1) was derived in [19] . The relevant results for the (
) representations are It is convenient to choose 16) in which case we have,
Now that we have the R-matrix we can construct the transfer matrices for an alternating spin-chain with a chiral representation on the odd sites and an antichiral representation on the even sites. Following the notation in [19] , let us use a i to label the sites in the chiral representation andā i to label sites in the anti-chiral representation. The two distinct transfer matrices for the chain with L sites are thus given by
where the indices a andā refer to auxiliary spaces in the chiral and anti-chiral representations. Defining τ (u) andτ (u) as traces over the auxiliary spaces, Hence, expanding τ (u) andτ (u) in powers of u gives a commuting set of charges for the theory. The charge we are most interested in is the Hamiltonian, H, which is given by
where C is a constant to be determined. To explicitly construct this, we first note that
In these cases, the representations V1
are symmetric representations, while V j,0 is symmetric (antisymmetric) for j even (odd). Hence, we see that these operators are the exchange operators,
The R-matrix evaluated at u = 0 between a chiral and an anti-chiral representation is
Using explicit indices, we write this operator as M where we used (5.24) to get to the second line. Therefore, this operator shifts every index over by two sites. The first derivatives of the R-matrices we write in terms of two operators A and B
where h(j) is the harmonic sum
The Hamiltonian is then found to be
It's structure has next to nearest neighbor form.
The lift to OSp(6|4)
We can construct all unitary representations of OSp(6|4) using bosonic and fermionic oscillators [25] . This is accomplished by writing the generators in Jordan form. In particular, the algebra can be decomposed into the vector space L −1 ⊕ L 0 ⊕ L +1 , with the generators in each of these subspaces labeled by
The indices A and B run from 1 to 5, with A = α, α = 1, 2 for the bosonic indices and A = 2 + i, i = 1, 2, 3 for the fermionic indices. The elements in L 0 make up the compact U(2|3) subalgebra. We can then construct sets of oscillators
For our purposes where we consider the tensor product of two singleton representations, we let r = 1, 2. If we then define
we can then write the elements of the algebra as
where deg(A) is 0 (1) for bosonic (fermionic) indices. The irreducible representations are labeled by the lowest weights, that is those states that are annihilated by the elements of L −1 . These states themselves are representations of the U(2|3) subalgebra, hence an irreducible representation of OSp(6|4) is given by the corresponding irreducible representation of U(2|3). It is not hard to show that the lowest weights have the form The subscript on the symmetric representations refers to which combination of θ A and χ A we choose. Note however, that these are the same representations. The tensor product of a chiral and an antichiral representation is
while the product of the anti-chiral and the chiral representation reverses the signs in the subscripts. Under the exchange 1 ↔ 2, we have that
Choosing |0 → +|0 under the exchange in the chiral-chiral tensor product and |0 → −|0 in the antichiral-antichiral tensor product, we see that the representations in these tensor products are exchange eigenstates, with eigenvalue (−1) k/2 .
Let us now consider the SL(2|1) ≃ OSp(2|2) subgroup discussed in the last section. In this case the representations can be labeled by the representations of the U(1|1) compact subgroup. However, the super Young tableaux have the same form as in the U(2|3), hence there is a one to one map between the tensor products of chiral or antichiral representations in SL(2|1) and in OSp(6|4). Note that 1 is the chiral representation and / / is the anti-chiral representation. The representation with k graded symmetric boxes corresponds to the representation with charges j = k/2, h = 0. Notice further that this matches the symmetries under the exchange. Hence, the R-matrix for OSp(6|4) has precisely the same form as in the previous section, with the SL(2|1) projections replaced with the corresponding OSp(6|4) projections.
Subsectors

SU (4)
For this subsector we only have the symmetric (10 or 10) and anti-symmetric (6) representations in the tensor product of two chiral or two anti-chiral representations, which corresponds to the j = 1/2 and j = 1 representations respectively. Hence, in this case the R-matrix is
Similarly,
For the chiral-antichiral case we have only projections onto the adjoint (15) , which corresponds to j = 1/2, and the singlet (1), which is j = 3/2. Hence, the R-matrix is
These are the R-matrices previously given in [6] , with the R ab matrix shifted so that it satisfies a standard Yang-Baxter equation. There is also an overall function in front of each R-matrix, but this does not affect the Yang-Baxter equation and only shifts the energy by a constant amount. In fact, with this finite shift the Hamiltonian acting on a chiral primary gives zero. With these R-matrices, we find that
A quick calculation gives the Hamiltonian in (2.4) and fixes the coefficient in (5.21) to C = λλ.
Scalars and one fermion
The tensor product of a fermion ψ A and a scalar Y B decomposes into an SU(4) 15 or 1. Symmetrizing or antisymmetrizing over their positions, we find that the 15 s is in the OSp(6|4) representation labeled by 1, 15 a and 1 a are in / / , and 1 s is in / / / / . If we define the action of the exchangeP and trace operators to bê
Then the action of the R-matrix on (1 +K)(1 − P ) + 1 4
(1 −K)(1 − P ) ,
where P exchanges SU(4) indices. Hence, the corresponding R-matrix is R(u) = (1 − P ) + u + 2 u − 2 (1 −K)(1 − P ) , (1 −K)(1 − P ) . (5.50)
Using the results in (5.45) and (5.50), as well as those in (5.39-5.41), we find that
where we used the identity
We also have 
Discussion
In this paper we constructed the two-loop Hamiltonian for the full OSp(6|4) group in terms of projectors onto irreducible representations. The Hamiltonian has next to nearest neighbor form and the results agree with explicit two loop calculations for fermionic operators.
At present, we are still puzzled by the apparent unbroken parity symmetry of the ABJ model, at least in the planar limit. The results of Zwiebel [23] seem to suggest that the two-loop equivalence of the ABJ and ABJM models is a consequence of supersymmetry, since in [23] the two-loop Hamiltonian is constructed algebraically by imposing the supersymmetry constraints on the most general structure consistent with planarity of the Feynman diagrams. The parity comes out automatically in Zwiebel's construction [23] . It may happen that the ABJM and ABJ models are equivalent at the planar level, up to replacement of λ 2 in ABJM by λλ in ABJ, even at higher loop orders. But it seems just as likely that parity is an accidental symmetry of the two-loop approximation and is broken at higher loops if λ =λ. It remains to be seen if the spin chain stays integrable for generic λ andλ.
